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Introduction 

Background and actuality of the study. Companies put an effort to collect all essential 

quantitative and qualitative information concerning possible negative events from different 

involved parties for further analysis. However, companies cannot focus only on a few risks and 

use tools only to avoid particular list of them. 

Lam (2001) emphasizes that reports of the companies with established enterprise risk 

management (ERM) system show much better results in the form of lower losses caused by 

disruptions and higher value on the market in comparison to companies with traditional approach. 

Within ERM approach, managers consider organization as integral system with established risk 

management best practices and enhanced communication tools between all parts. Enterprise risk 

management process is not unified for everyone approach (Knutson, 2013). Managers need to 

adjust it for particular needs and organizational structure. In this way, it will be possible to create 

relevant framework that includes all steps of risk management processes. 

Aabo, Fraser and Simkins (2005) as well provide the idea that there is no universal set of 

practices for enterprise risk management. Therefore, organizations should combine different 

approaches. One of the ways that can be effective solution is to follow best practices on the market. 

The topic of paper has important managerial application. Risks that appear during 

transportation of materials and goods and in information flows can affect company overall. 

Hendricks (2005) investigates the interrelation changes in transportation process have influence 

on long-term values in stock prices and equity risk of the organization. This statement has 

empirical confirmation with results that average transportation disruptions lead to a fall by:  

• 7% per year in Sales; 

• 42% in Operating profit; 

• 35% in Return on assets. 

Transportation companies’ activities are affected by the range of risks significantly. That 

is why it is especially necessary to be able to manage risks at any stage of occurrence. 

Transportation companies provide clients with solutions of delivery goods and are aimed to make 

decisions with adjustments on potential risks. 

The objectives and research methodology. The following topic pays attention to quite 

sophisticated problem of companies risk management tools evaluation. In the paper different 

methods of evaluation will be analyzed and the most appropriate one will be used for design of 

technique that allows to estimate own facilities and be able to adjust current tools in positive way.  
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The subject of the research is risk management practices, which can be described as tools 

and methods that companies utilize during risk assessment and control. Whereas the object of the 

research is transportation companies. The goal of the thesis is to design technique for evaluation 

of risk management practices of national transportation companies. 

The presented goal requires achievement of the following objectives: 

 Description of current risk management practices based on provided literature 

review; 

 Selection of methods for transportation risk management practices evaluation and 

for design of technique; 

 Quantitative modelling of Russian and Finnish risk management practices 

evaluation and comparative analysis.  

The thesis’ method includes usage of primary and secondary data. It requires collection 

of primary data – attributes’ estimation and alternatives’ preferences – directly from the 

companies. The secondary data is analysis of literature for building risk management practices 

framework. The data will be provided as responses of experts received with a help of designed 

survey, and further will be processed in decision support system (DSS).  

Outline of the study. The thesis has consistent structure, which is divided into three 

chapters. The first chapter is introduction into topic and reveals main concepts concerning related 

to companies risks and risk management. Chapter 1 is literature review that helps to understand 

the nature of the problem. It expands knowledge about various typed of transportation modes and 

their advantages and disadvantages, reviews concepts of risk and risk management. Moreover, it 

represents time pace of risk management system evolution that came from simple tools of 

insurance to complex approach of enterprise risk management that interconnected to the 

development of corporate strategy. Consequently, Chapter 1 is finalized with representation of 

current risk management methods and tools that are utilized in risk management process. 

Described in the chapter practices will be base for creation of risk management practices’ hierarchy 

model. 

The Chapter 2 raises purpose for risk management practices estimation and various 

methodologies for it. Evaluation of methods and tools can be made with utilization of different 

approaches. However, transportation companies likely do not prefer to disclose information about 

internal processes and, especially, quantitative data, which considered as commercial secret. This 

leads to the fact that it is quite hard to estimate methods and tool with common approaches like 

statistical instruments and comparative analysis. Even case study requires close relationship and 
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high level on insight knowledge, which is generally closed from outsiders. Consequently, this 

problem requires utilization of conceptually different tool that can give estimations in conditions 

of high uncertainty and can calculate them even with heterogeneous types of data. DSS APIS is 

considered as the suitable tool for solution of this problem. As a result of Chapter 2, technique of 

risk management practices evaluation will be provided on the base of APIS method. 

The Chapter 3 is aimed to utilized technique that was designed in previous chapter on the 

example of Russian and Finnish transportation companies’ risk management practices. 

Methodology of the paper is based on principals of decision-making in conditions of uncertainty 

and lack of quantitative data. Therefore, the data collection process was design for utilization of 

data in DSS APIS for further calculation. Each step of empirical part is discussed and shows 

significant issues. As a final part of Chapter 3 there are included the main results of research. It 

gives clear understanding of outcomes from the points of comparison Russian and Finnish 

practices as well as comparison tools and methods within group of particular country. The final 

chapter highlights value of technique’s utilization for adjusting or correction risk management 

methods in order to be more agile in risk minimization processes. 
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CHAPTER 1. RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

1.1. Transportation modes and companies 

Transportation company is a company that provides services of transport of goods in 

direction from the shipper to the end client. Generally, transportation companies are divided by 

transportation of persons and cargoes. However, this paper is considered only cargo transportation 

companies. One of the main reasons of transportation companies’ appearance was realization of 

economies of scale. Producers and manufacturers have often own facilities to fulfil the all parts of 

supply chain. Nevertheless, transportation requires additional investments in vehicles and related 

expenses that in some cases it is cheaper to outsource this function by delegation it to special 

organization. 

Transportation costs take up one-third part of overall supply chain process’ costs (Tseng et 

al 2005). Therefore, some companies prefer to use services of transportation companies that are 

able to decrease these costs with economies of scale. Cargo delivery in such companies is a process 

with high frequency. Moreover, it allows to gain sufficient expertise and to improve performance 

by developing services and reducing losses and damage. 

There are two basic elements of transportation: infrastructure and vehicles. Transport 

infrastructure is fixed means that are aimed to serve and provide conditions for transportation. 

According to Abkowitz (2002), infrastructure that is aimed for transportation of cargos as well as 

passengers includes several facilities: 

 Roadways; 

 Railroads; 

 “Infrastructure hot spots” that create bottlenecks (e.g. bridges); 

 Navigable waterways; 

 Airports with supporting facilities; 

 Storage facilities as intermediate part of transportation; 

 Pipelines. 

Quality of infrastructure influences value of transportation. It determines effectiveness of 

operations in different regions of the world (PwC 2015). Infrastructure varies highly in different 

countries. It depends on particular features of geographical and economic conditions. For example, 

air and railroad transportation dominate in countries where distances between cities are significant. 

Vehicle is another basic element that is movable means of transportation. It is aimed to 

transport passengers and cargoes. The main feature of vehicles is necessity of person who is 
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obligatory to control (or to drive) vehicle. Even fully automated means require operators of 

processes. Driver is responsible for safety and timely delivery of passengers or cargoes. 

For the last decades, transportation became source of competitive advantage for some 

companies (Li et al 2006). Internationalization and changes in global economies were impulse for 

transportation development. Organizations had to adjust all process including transportation 

because of changes in regional revision of specializations, increased volumes of production, 

increased competition caused by globalization (Rodrigue 2013, Chapter 7). 

Specialization revision of different regions is connected to allocation of resources and 

labor that led to possibilities for the companies to find the most appropriate solutions. Enterprises 

are able to select optimal factors of production combination. Consequently, organizations 

develop competitive advantages by extracting value from areas with developed expertise in 

particular specialization and supply it to customers. 

Increased volume of production was caused also by globalization that is characterized by 

opportunity to access different markets. There are different market entry strategies. 

Transportation is possible alternative for it. However, mass production should be effective to be 

able to utilize competitive advantages. Thus, companies developed various concepts like “just-

in-time”. It makes transportation as more valuable part of supply chain because companies 

should adjust their facilities to transportation requirements. Even product design is changing for 

the purpose of transportation, because companies tend to adjust packages in order to utilize space 

of vehicles more effectively (Kye et al 2013). 

Because of increased competition, companies began to gain completive advantages on 

any step of production and delivery processes. Customers have opportunity to choose among big 

range of goods. That is why it is important to be able to provide customers with goods that have 

acceptable price and are delivered in time. This can be achieved by reducing costs on 

transportation with selection of the best alternative. 

As it was stated previously, different modes of transportation exist (Rodrigue 2013, 

Chapter 3): 

 Road transportation. 

 Rail transportation. 

 Pipelines. 

 Maritime transportation. 

 Air transportation. 
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 Intermodal transportation. 

 Telecommunications.  

Road, rail, maritime and air transportations are the most common and will be described in 

this paper. Intermodal (or multimodal) transportation is mode that interconnects several types and 

present the highest level of operations’ complexity. 

Road transportation is the largest mode because road infrastructure is rather developed and 

countries put efforts to improve road networks. Generally, it is connected with relatively easy 

technology of roads’ construction. Exceptions are connected with construction of special 

infrastructure to avoid natural constraints concerning topography: construction of tunnels, 

crossings through the rivers, etc. 

In comparison to other modes, road transportation is flexible for adjustments. For the 

company scheduling road vehicles routes is easier because infrastructure allows its utilization 

almost all the time without restrictions. Transport can deliver various types of cargoes and, 

consequently, vehicles can complete different shipments. Nevertheless, road transportation is 

generally associated with such manufacturers as producers of fast moving consumer goods 

(FMCG). The main reason of this is physical constraints of possible delivered volume of the 

products. FMCG companies requires exactly frequent deliveries of small parcels to numerous 

customers, which will more expensive with other modes. 

Rail transportation is delivery of the cargoes from one location to another by railways. It 

creates the first restrictions on movement by the definition. However, railroads were developing 

since 19th century and majority of countries have advanced railroad networks, especially, in Europe 

as countries’ areas are relatively small and they are located close to each other. 

Traditionally, this transportation mode can be associated with heavy industries that require 

transporting raw materials and massive products. Nonetheless, development of transportation in 

containers allows to deliver big volumes of customers’ goods over long distances. Another 

restriction of this mode is concerned types of wagons. Particular goods require special type of 

wagons. As it was already mentioned, for products of FMCG industries organizations can utilize 

containers. For liquid and petrochemical products tanker wagons are commonly used, whereas raw 

material (like wood) and bulky equipment and mechanisms require transportation on flat wagons. 

Maritime transportation provides companies with opportunity to deliver large volumes of 

goods by seas, rivers and channels. In addition, maritime transportation is applicable for all types 

of goods as water vehicles include wide diversity. Nevertheless, in comparison to previously 
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mentioned modes this mode has rather high operating costs, which increase costs of transportation. 

Besides operation costs of vehicles themselves, it is connected with ports’ maintenance expenses. 

This includes expenses on construction and functioning.  

Air transportation suggests cargo transportation on aircraft by air. Some of airfreight 

carriers are divisions of companies that provides passenger airlines. Air transportation has very 

high costs as well as maritime transportation. Nevertheless, volumes of delivered goods are lower 

than maritime mode. The most valuable advantage of this type of transportation is speed of 

delivery, which is the highest among described earlier modes. In addition, the only geographical 

restriction of air transportation is connected to required infrastructure – airports that are essential 

for aircrafts’ take offs and landings. Another serious restriction is weather conditions. In case of 

bad weather, airport can prohibit flight due to international standards. 

All modes that are described above have some superiorities over each other as well as 

significant restrictions that limit delivery of different cargoes. Table 1.1.1 shows differences 

between modes in form of advantages and disadvantages representation. 

Table 1.1.1. Features of transportation modes 

Mode Advantages Disadvantages 

Road transportation  In comparison to other 

modes, road transportation has 

lower overall costs.  

Generally, it is connected to the 

fact that it doesn’t require special-

purpose infrastructure. 

 Developed road 

infrastructure with extensive access 

to different locations.  

Road transportation is the oldest 

and most developed mode.  

 Rather easy to adjust 

schedule.  

Identification of optimal route 

includes selection among different 

possible solutions. For the concrete 

delivery it is possible to update 

 Transportation over long 

distances can be very time-

consuming.  

Even with well-developed road 

networks, speed of transportation 

by road vehicles is lower than 

railroad or air transportation. 

 It is more prone to 

congestion delays. 

Traffic jams in cities and heavy 

traffic lead to unexpected delays 

in delivery. 

 The probability that the 

goods will be damaged slightly 

higher in comparison to other 

modes. 
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route quickly, which makes road 

transportation flexible. 

 Problems concerned to 

international transportation: 

 Some countries have 

regulation of 

transportation that differs 

from each other. 

 Different fee charges on 

the customs. 

Railroad mode  Infrastructure is very 

developed which creates agile 

interconnections between locations.  

 Modern railroad 

transportation is the most 

environmentally friendly among 

other modes as it doesn’t produce 

exhaust. 

 It doesn’t connected to the 

weather conditions to the high 

extent. 

 Schedule is rather strict. 

Mode has not so high flexibility, 

requires more time to adjust 

delivery. 

 The costs of railroad 

transportation can relatively high 

than road mode. 

 Railroad transportation 

may require additional 

transportation by other modes. 

In majority of cases, location of 

railroad station is not the final 

destination of the cargo. 

Therefore, the cargo should be 

transported with a help of another 

type of vehicles (e.g. trucks).  

Maritime 

transportation 

 It allows to transport large 

cargo shipments. Although it 

dependents on the size of the 

vessel, capacity of transport vessels 

is extremely high.  

 It can be easily integrated 

into the transport chain. For 

example, transportation in 

containers allows to continue 

 This type of transportation 

is rather time-consuming. 

Transportation by sea assumes 

high volume of cargoes. 

However, time of delivery 

depends significantly not only on 

distance, but also on weather 

conditions that can be reasons of 

delays. 
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transportation by road or railroad 

modes.  

 Maritime transportation is 

often suffer from lack of 

flexibility. 

Many routes have schedules that 

are set by transportation 

providers, affected by weather 

conditions, etc. 

 Mode has additional costs 

in form of ports’ fees and duties. 

 Usually it is necessary to 

continue transportation with the 

land transportation modes to 

deliver cargoes to final 

destination. 

Air transportation  The fastest mode of 

transportation, especially, for the 

delivery in case of far from each 

other locations. 

 Safe transportation of 

fragile and valuable shipments as it 

provides sufficient security. 

 Air transportation mode 

has the highest value due to 

exploitation of specific facilities.  

Except utilization of planes and 

costs on fuel, different airports 

charge different amount of fees. 

 Conditions of airports 

functioning can lead to delay or 

even cancellation of flights. 

Usually it is necessary to continue 

transportation with the land 

transportation modes to deliver 

cargoes to final destination. 

Source. Information was compiled from Department for Business, Innovation & 

Skill of the UK, 2012 by the author 

For the purpose of getting more relevant results, this paper will cover land transportation 

modes – road transportation and railroad transportation. Other modes have very specific features, 

while road and railroad modes have rather common characteristics in cost-intensity and flexibility. 
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1.2. Transportation risks 

Current economic environment is becoming more complex because of integration and 

internationalization. It causes higher level of uncertainty, which reflects in risks that can affect 

company’s processes. Therefore, decision-making process in terms of risk controlling or even risk 

avoiding is essential part of risk management of the company. Transportation is one area in the 

company that can be affected by internal and external risks in significant degree.  

However, to deepen in risk assessment it is necessary to define risk concepts and risk in 

transportation companies. Heckmann, Comes and Nickel (2015) highlight the fact that majority of 

existing risk theories are based on probability theory especially because of increasing uncertainty 

of environmental changes (both economic and natural). Defining risks is often concerned to 

identification of trigger-events with current probability of occurrence of those events. Meanwhile, 

the most conceptual definition was done by Jüttner, Peck and Christopher (2011), who stated it as 

probability of not meeting demand by supply.  

Another issue of paper is providing core characteristics of transportation risks that is part 

of supply chain process (Fig.1.2.1). Heckmann et al (2015) summarized main categories of risks 

based on several researches.   

 

Figure 1.2.1. Core characteristics of transportation risks (Heckmann et al 2015) 

The first category is risk-affected objective, which is related to maximization of 

profitability in effective and efficient ways. The possibility of risk is connected to the fact of not 

to satisfy the customers with provided services. The core category is risk exposition, which 

examines triggers of event occurrence. The last is risk attitude that subjective company’ 
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management attitude in decision-making process (more risky projects lead to more possibility of 

risk). 

Measurement of risk is one of the most important and quite controversial part of researches 

because there is still no universal approach for this. Nonetheless, the most popular approaches are 

connected to statistical theories of standard deviation and value-at-risk (VaR). Companies prefer 

to use these methods as basis for estimation because they provide mathematical solution for 

decision of optimization process. Basically, this allows to reduce monetary consequences of 

uncertain changes. 

Risk is quantitative and qualitative representation of probable hazardous events. The 

authors propose different types and groups of risks. The variety of them is numerous. The most 

detailed representation of risk classification were made by Rangel et al (2015), which is 

represented in Fig.1.2.2. The author summarized approaches of different researchers by 

distinguishing external (green colour) and internal (pink colour) risks. 

 

Figure 1.2.2. Mapping risk classification (Rangel et al 2015) 

The context of transportation risk is connected to the definition of transport that related to 

risks of carriage and customers. In general, transportation definition contains process of 

dislocations of objects and people with a help of vehicles or other means. Naturally, transportation 

risks differ for each particular mode of transportation related to the fact that each mode has specific 
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features of operating activities. As transportation is connected to geographical changes of position, 

this process exposed to external risks that can be hardly eliminated by the drivers independently. 

Jaeger (2010) emphasizes that risks of transportation appear as a combination of internal 

and external risks that increase magnitude of possible effects. As a rule external risks are outcomes 

of crisis events that leads to unfavorable consequences like disruptions of delivery, failure in 

transport system and even violation of infrastructure. To conclude these events, they can be 

summarized into three groups (Christophe 2011):   

 Accident case caused by insignificant events (accident during transportation).  

This event disrupts vehicles’ traffic in small extent. However, it leads to time 

wasting and, consequently, to late delivery. In this case, company should reroute 

vehicles to avoid locations of accidents. 

 Crash case caused by significant events (accident of large vehicles or transports 

with dangerous cargoes during transportation). 

Such events lead to termination of movement on the particular area of route as 

infrastructure can be damaged and approaching to disaster zone is dangerous for 

drivers’ health and security of the cargoes. Accident elimination requires special 

secure services. 

 Crisis case caused by significant event (generally, connected with natural disasters). 

Such crisis is resulted in disruptions and termination of movement in large area 

(e.g. particular geographical region or even country). Crisis elimination requires 

mobilization of special forces and cannot be affected by the transportation 

company. 

Before  describing  the  risk  management  process,  it is obviously  important  to  understand 

what are the aims of managing risks. The definition of risk consists of two components: positive 

and negative. However, in terms of this paper organizations’ risks are considered only as negative 

consequences of risk-related event.  

Managers have different patterns of risk treatment after it was identified and assigned with 

determined quantitative value. Nevertheless, risks are always connected to particular fields of 

operations that is why not only risk managers have to deal with them. Skeen (2012) prepared 

possible managers’ options for dealing with risk events that are summarized in the TARA acronym 

(Table 1.2.1): 
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Table 1.2.1. TARA acronym (MHA Consulting 2014) 

Transfer Transfer of the risks leads to occurrence of it at another 

stages of operation process or transferring of them to 

groups that can overcome them more successfully 

Avoidance The most common action for organization as risk is 

considered as failure caused by uncertainty 

Reduction This action requires sufficient knowledge about risks in 

general and appropriate tools for each risk minimization 

Acceptance If risks were not transferred or avoided by the organization 

this is the only way to deal with them 

Finally, identification of risks is not enough for company to be able to give adequate 

response to possible negative events. Identified by the organization risks give opportunity to 

prepare appropriate sequence of actions that should be implemented by risk management 

department. However, this is not the only process of risk management, which performed by 

organization. 

1.3. Process of risk management 

Understanding risk management process and its stages is necessary part for provision 

sufficient interconnection of the concept with organizations’ strategy and its components. 

Moreover, explanation of these interconnections requires description of basic risk management 

processes. 

According to Ealy (1993), risk management process can be generalized by three main 

components which are risk assessment, risk control and risk finance. The first step of the process 

is risk assessment. Identification of risks, their analysis and evaluation of possible losses are core 

activities of risk manager that assesses companies’ risks. Clear understanding of all or even core 

risks is essential for identification. 

Risk control is considered to be the second step of risk management process and logically 

derives from risk assessment. Risk manager is already aware about potential risks of the company 

and is able to recognize their probable suggestive impact on organizations’ activities and 

performance. Manager should put an effort to establish the best solutions for control. Generally, 

control includes actions aimed at avoiding of risks themselves and minimization of negative 

outcomes that lead to losses. Communication tools play powerful role as employees in different 

organizational units should be conscious of at least main risks that can occur within these units. 

Incentives for regional managers that are included in process of risk control would be also effective 
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arrangement that lead to active assistance of senior management. For the purpose of better risk 

control, organizations – both manufacturers and service-providers – utilize various techniques for 

controlling of inventory size, its delivery time or implement total quality management. 

In addition, the last step is risk finance. This step should be interconnected with corporate 

financial strategy, because different companies have different acceptable levels of risk acceptance. 

There are various schemes for risk financing exists nowadays. However, the main purpose of 

majority of programs is to minimize possible risks or to transfer them. 

Risk management became significant part of companies’ corporate strategy, especially, for 

the companies that act nationally or globally (Ealy, 1993). Global competition accelerates 

processed of understanding that risk managers should play more important role in organization. 

Thus, it requires formulation of well-defined risk management strategy. Consequently, it should 

be interconnected with main components of organization corporate strategy – competitive, 

operating and financial strategies.  

The author defines three components as a core of corporate strategy: competitive strategy, 

operating strategy and financial strategy. Including mentioned earlier concepts, the author defines 

risk management strategy as comprehensive process of risks’ assessment, control and financing 

that is aligned to all organization’s decisions and overall corporate strategy as it shown in  

Table 1.3.1. 

Table 1.3.1. Pairing risk management discipline with  

corporate strategy components (Ealy 1993) 

Components of risk management Components of corporate strategy 

Risk assessment Competitive strategy 

Risk control Operating strategy 

Risk finance Financial strategy 

 

However, the author approach of risk assessment includes only risks that occur in 

formulation of Michael Porter’s five forces of competitive strategy. Therefore, Ealy considered 

mainly risks that can impact strategy significantly at the stage of assessment. According the 

framework, the following risks occur only at further stages, consequently, should be also assessed.  

However, the author approach of risk assessment includes only risks that occur in 

formulation of Michael Porter’s five forces of competitive strategy. Therefore, Ealy considered 

mainly risks that can impact strategy significantly at the stage of assessment. According the 

framework, the following risks occur only at further stages, consequently, should be also assessed.  
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Fundamental principal of risk management is to identify uncertainties that can lead to 

organizations’ failure and minimize their effect. That is why for managers crucial part of risk 

management is assessment of the risks (or quantitative representation of them). According to 

calculated probabilities, it will be possible to estimate more precise value-at-risk and, 

consequently, to minimize effect or to cover money flow with financial instruments. However, 

Hillson (2007) admits that estimations are better to make without biases for more realistic results. 

Risk management process as proposed algorithm has different views and elements or stages 

(Ealy 1993; Institute of Risk Management 2002; Hillson 2007; Berg 2010; NASA Official 2011). 

Illustration of this fact can be seen in Fig.1.3.1 and Fig.1.3.2. 

 

Figure 1.3.1. Continues risk management process (NASA Official 2011) 

 

Figure 1.3.2. Continuous risk management process (Hillson 2007) 
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Nevertheless, with various representation of risk management processes, several steps 

seems to be common for every type, but can vary by title. For this paper, it will be considered five 

steps proposed by Hillson (2007) as the author provides generalization of steps with 

comprehensive approach to the process.  

Risk identification is process of understanding nature of company’s risks. Their 

representation and listing for the purpose of further analysis. Analysis is logical continuation of 

identification as it serves to make initial estimations of considered risks with constructing possible 

scenarios of risk events’ realizations.  

Evaluation of risks which is partly ranking is aimed to evaluate magnitude of risks that 

combines two characteristics: probability of risk occurrence and expected effect of the related 

event on operations. Level of risk acceptance appears on this stage as manager has to determine if 

particular risk is acceptable or it is necessary to put a serious effort on process of minimization. 

Treatment of risk is significant process of preparation for the possible losses in future that 

will be connected to the risk event. On this step the manager highlights the most significant risks 

of the organization, takes into consideration related to these risks activities (or even departments) 

and begins to prepare planning to avoid contingencies.  

The following step is connected with monitoring and reviewing or risks. Therefore, risk 

manager collects all processed data from previous steps and gain knowledge about current 

organization’s risk environment. 

Finally, the last step is aimed to apply all data and developed knowledge into company’s 

strategy. This action allows to adjust strategy to main risks or group of risks, which makes possible 

to minimize several of them. 

1.4. Transportation risk management evolution 

Risk management evolution took place during past decades and current approaches are 

significantly different from how it looked like in 50th year of previous century. Evolution 

proceeded logically from risk management as managing risks originated within organization to 

consideration of risks as component that influence strategic decisions. The methods were 

developing as a part of risk management. Companies put an effort to collect all essential 

quantitative and qualitative information for analysis from different involved parties. This led to 

changes in understanding of risk communication as important part of the process. 

Nielson (2005) summarized process of risk management evolution into three generations. 

The development reveals the essence of changes from managing internal risks to the new concept 
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of “enterprise risk management”. The first generation, which is represents 1950s, gives 

understanding of concept genesis. It was connected with insurance managers that were aimed to 

control risks through buying insurance on different conditions. Transferring more responsibilities 

and rights for control of risks led to appearance of such terminology as “risk manager”. The author 

mentioned expansion of new concept in scientific and academic literature and professional 

associations from 1960s. For example, new title of “Journal of Insurance” became “Journal of Risk 

and Insurance”; even names of large professional associations like the American Society of 

Insurance Management had undergone changes by adding risk component in 1975 – the Risk and 

Insurance Management Society. “Traditional approach” (Lam 2001) that was aimed to keep 

organization in shelter and to avoid risks showed failure according to the author. The system where 

risk manager focused on particular range of risks loses sight of the probable problems in other 

areas that can arise disasters.  

Changes in terminology is not the main point, but they occurred understanding for 

companies that managing risks within organization is essential part of corporate sustainability. 

Through different methods of risk control and financing, managers began to improve performance 

by focusing on internal sides of risks. Responsibilities for control moved from top management to 

the level where risks generally occurred – to middle managers. Nevertheless, the main obligation 

was to avoid losses through getting the best insurance conditions. Other obligations concerned 

safety of organizations’ facilities and assets protection. Managers had to collect data and estimate 

possible losses to be able to find appropriate risk premium. Building of cost-benefit frameworks 

for supporting of decision-making process for insurance buying developed managers’ 

understanding of companies’ risk and risks nature. 

However, the idea is that companies cannot focus only on a few risks and using tools only 

to avoid particular list. Hedging with derivatives is a good solution for market risks minimization; 

nevertheless, it is not solution for human resources related risks. Still the possibility exists; it can 

undermine enterprise’s activities. It was prerequisite for the second generation of risk management 

(Nielson 2005). Communication gained more significance as risk managers expanded their 

communication links with other managers and employees of organizations. It allowed to increase 

quality and amount of analyzed data. Consequently, managers got opportunity to implement 

effective risk controlling programs. Communication with external stakeholders became important 

objective for risk management because reporting of risks served for reduction of costs on attracted 

funds and insurance rates. 

This trend reflected on the labour market as well. The previous system required narrow 

specialists with expertise in particular function (e.g. insurance). Chief Risk Officer (CFO) position 
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became core for enterprise risk management and had decidedly higher compensations conditions. 

Responsibility of CRO is in adding value to the company through implementation effective tools 

for risk control and be interconnection for all levels of management. 

Sometimes disastrous events can be result of several jeopardies both significant and small 

ones. As an evidence (Lam 2001) suggests historical downfall of bank “Barings”. The last and key 

reason of downfall was named human factor: its head derivatives trader held number of 

unauthorized trades in Nikkei stock exchange. On the one hand, market dropped significantly and 

it led to colossal losses of the bank. On the other hand, Nikkei index dropped because of natural 

disaster – Kobe earthquake. Consequently, integrated approach, which combines different tools 

for assessment and control of risks and proposed range instrument for their minimization, was 

becoming more popular over last two decades. 

The interesting fact is that almost simultaneously business continuity management (BCM) 

concept had development. This is mode of crisis management, which evolved since 1970s. 

Although concept was not regarded as a part of risk management, objectives of BCM were rather 

close to it. Herbane (2010) describes appearance of business continuity management as tool for 

managing technical and operations-related risks that obstruct process of recovery after crises. This 

is the main difference between concepts: risk management tools and methods are aimed to identify 

and assess risk for further minimization and control, while business continuity management serves 

to maintain organizations’ processes. According to Hiles (2007), reasons of crises varies from 

natural (like earthquake and flooding) to human related (like facilities loss and supply chain 

interruption). Consequently, BCM appeared to be adequate solution for companies that failed to 

implement effective risk management system. 

New risk management system appeared and was called enterprise risk management. Lam 

(2001) defines this concept as integrated system that consists of internal company’s business 

processes and external sources for risk transfer in order to optimize risk profile. Reports of the 

companies with established ERM system show much better results in the form of lower losses 

caused by disruptions and higher value on the market in comparison to companies with traditional 

approach. Nielson (2005) defines ERM as approach for the third generation of the risk 

management. Within this approach, managers consider organization as integral system with 

established risk management best practices and enhanced communication tools between all parts. 

Moreover, this concept requires to be integrated into corporate strategic planning system (Lenckus 

2006). The author highlighted the evidences that many organizations appointed leaders of risk 

management to establish ERM programs within their organization.  
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Nonetheless, it should be stated clear that enterprise risk management process is not unified 

for everyone approach (Knutson 2013). Managers need to adjust it for particular needs and 

organizational structure. In this way, it will be possible to create relevant framework that includes 

all steps of risk management processes. 

In general, academic authors consider risks from two points: the probability of risk’s 

occurrence and the possible impact that event will cause. However, Davis and Lukomnik (2010) 

developed concept by adding new dimension of risk – velocity. Risk velocity defines time lag that 

originates in gap between risk occurrence and the following impact of it. This dimension is aimed 

to give organizations understanding appropriate moment to risk responding. It is obvious that 

sometimes late reaction can lead to harder consequences and make solutions less effective. To help 

develop ERM the authors propose framework: 

• Scrutinize identified earlier risks. 

• Add velocity as new parameter.  

• Determine velocity and compare risks. 

• Create new matrix of risks with three dimensions. 

• Gaps between results of matrix and real state of risk management response are 

places for improvement. 

One of the current questions is how to create the best way of communication with 

representatives of risk management to do it more effectively (Atkinson 2007). The problem is that 

risk management is technical area that can show problems with misunderstanding in 

communication. Primary ways of communications are calls (both individual and conference), e-

mail and meeting. For this purpose, process of informing employees about risks by risk managers 

should be built as comprehensive communication with setting precise goal of it. Atkinson (2007) 

describes case of risk manager of company that employs three stage conference communication: 

pre-conference, conference itself and post-conference call. The interviewed manager supposed that 

open dialogue is one reason why the company’s risk management program is improving annually.  

However, even with theoretical development of risk management as a concept managerial 

implication of this knowledge were remaining underestimated and Barton, Shenkir and Walker 

(2009) consider that not sufficient enough level of managing uncertainty was one of the reasons 

of global financial crisis 2007-2011. ERM is represented as effective approach to evaluate 

uncertainty. In addition, the authors give evidences of companies that implemented enterprise risk 

management systems before crisis and were able not only to minimize effects of it, but also to 
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create additional value for their shareholders (Shimpi 2005; Barton et al 2009). The arrangements 

seems to be general: identification of significant risks, ranking them due to the possible impact 

and the probability of occurrence, design of proper and applicable metrics methods and tools. 

Transportation companies had the same path of evolution from insurance management to 

ERM. This system is not implemented by all organizations. In some countries it is obligatory by 

legislation to utilize advanced tools for risk management. For example, US agency the Federal 

Motor Carrier Safety Administration implemented Compliance, Safety, Accountability program 

that has objectives to improve safety of transportation by application of information technologies 

(O’Connell, 2012). The system allows to get data about drivers’ overall health conditions, unsafe 

behavior during driving, vehicle maintenance, conditions of cargos. Except benefits for operators 

and brokers, drivers have information from GPS about dangerous areas and problem situations. 

Abkowitz (2002) discussed several tools to meet working obligations of risk managers that 

are strived to establish effective enterprise risk management system. They contains five 

recommendations: 

1. Building knowledge about risks and communication. 

Risk manager is employee with specific knowledge. One of the aims of risk manager and 

risk management department of transportation companies is to be able to communicate with 

internal and external environments to gain vision of new opportunities. Moreover, through 

different communication tools like conferences and trainings manager can share own vision with 

all the organization and get feedback. 

2. Improvement of processes. 

Risk management process includes several steps of identification, assessment of risks, 

control and monitoring performance. Constant improvement of this process will help to identify 

transportation facilities under risks and to avoid accidents. That is why manager needs to design 

risk management policy that describes main procedures and processes. Appropriate selection of 

risk management tools for all steps is significant responsibility as well. 

3. Intelligence data collection. 

The quality of decision-making process has strong relation with quality of collected by risk 

manager data. Today transportation companies have various information systems that allow to 

make profound analysis based on historical data. However, risk management requires relevant data 

with accurate connection to particular risk. 
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4. Solutions for emergency situations. 

This issue reflects overall quality of organization’s risk management, as planning of 

emergency situation is impossible without precise assessment of risk probability. However, costs 

of planning responses for whole range of risks are rather high. Risk manager has to determine what 

transportation risks should be involved in planning, to establish valid communication tools for 

better coordination. 

5. Management of inbound data. 

Transportation companies gain extremely big amount of data including information about 

customers, partners, competitors, environment conditions, dates and time of shipping, etc. Data 

collection requires efficient database, which can integrate processes of organization. Information 

systems for risk management collects data about conditions of transportation process – geographic 

information, position of vehicles, etc. Consequently, Abkowitz highlights four core systems: 

a) Technologies for vehicle detection; 

b) Geographic information system; 

c) Global positioning system; 

d) And means for communications. 

The evolution of risk management began in 1950s, and it is still evolving by development 

of different characteristics of concept and implementation of additional related concepts such as 

strategy. Enterprise risk management is the latest integrated approach of risk management. 

Nevertheless, even this approach is not developed enough yet as it is hard to identify appropriate 

set of risk management tools and methods even for the representatives of particular industry. 

1.5. Overview of risk management practices 

Aabo, Fraser and Simkins (2005) provide the idea that there is no universal set of practices 

for enterprise risk management. Therefore, organizations should combine different approaches. 

One of the ways that can be effective solution is to follow best practices on the market.  

Abkowitz (2002) emphasizes that utilization of appropriate practices of risk management 

will allow transportation risk managers to solve whole range of responsibilities that include: 

 Planning operations taking into consideration risks; 

 Estimation of risks’ probabilities and connect risks to particular activities; 
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 Allocation of necessary resources for minimization of risks and deployment of 

these resources in opportune way; 

 Ability to estimate caused damage of interruptions more accurate; 

 Formulation of strategy that will be agile enough to minimize effects of occurred 

risks; 

 Creation and development of advanced information system that supports risk 

management process of the organization. 

All tools and methods are divided according to the stages of risk management process. 

Therefore, due to the steps illustrated in paragraph 1.3, presented practices will be structured 

according to these functions. To remind approach that was chosen in this paper, risk management 

process is divided into (Hillson 2007): 

 Identification of risks; 

 Analysis of risks; 

 Evaluation or ranking of risks; 

 Treatment of risks; 

 Monitoring and reviewing the risks. 

However, this division has overlapping in several part. That is why in this paragraph similar 

steps will be combined into processes. Identification is initial process that allows to spot risks 

concerning organization. As it was said before, analysis is aimed to understand nature of risks and 

to assign it to particular function or department. Consequently, these two steps can be combined 

into one continues process that should be named as “Identification of risks” process. Evaluation of 

risks as well as ranking is process when managers estimate probability of risks’ occurrence and 

expected influence on company’s activities. This part can be named as “Assessment of risks” 

process. The fourth step treatment has an objectives to develop methods to make impact on 

company by particular risk less significant or even to avoid this impact. In general, name of this 

process is “Minimization of risks” process. In addition, the last step is monitoring. It collects 

results of previous steps to prepare sufficient tools for risk control. By tracking and reviewing risks 

managers can implement control techniques or even adjust strategy due to the current conditions 

with risks. Therefore, this step will be assigned with name “Control of risks” process.  

Risk identification process is the first one and it requires sufficient level of knowledge 

about organization in general and about external environment. Risk identification tools are aimed 

to support managers’ process of all type of risk determination and to make summary for identified 

risk by including them in various frameworks. There are big number of methods for risk 
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identification including methods that are aimed to determine risks based on experts’ review and 

with a help of different tools for visualization. However, this paper will cover only the most spread 

practices. 

Delphi method is the most famous method of experts’ review of risks identification. This 

method serves to support future forecasting by collecting and analyzing considerations of expert’s 

group. Roberts and Giorgione (1995) describes that it includes several steps of iterations where 

experts give own estimations, then discuss them in groups and continue individually again. One 

essential principle of the method is anonymity. Delphi method provides collective solution of 

experts that is more objective than individual as people are prone to different biases (Thomas et al 

2006). The expected outcome is the list of identified risks with their significance and possible 

influence on company’s operations. 

Brainstorming is as well method that requires significant expertise in field of risk 

management. Sometimes it is better for organizations that operate in market with high uncertainty 

to assign risk managers to particular risk areas. This approach will help to provide complex 

solution during brainstorming by representatives from different areas. It differs from Delphi 

method generally by procedure algorithm. Nevertheless, purpose of it is the same – to hold in-

depth considerations and find out possible interconnections between risks’ possible reasons and 

predicted impact (Hallikas et al 2002; Caglino et al 2012). 

Another division of tools and methods for risk identification is connected to its graphical 

depiction. Diagramming approach or risks visualization helps to structure risks into particular 

schemes. This is very useful tools for organization as risk manager can educate other employees 

about risks related to particular area of activity. Corporate risk profile can be created and will 

reflect the risks that organization is exposed to. It helps to share knowledge within organization 

with a help of visual instruments.  

Fault Three Analysis is technique that utilizes deductive method of risk identification and 

further assessment. In general, the model illustrates combinations of events that can occur 

according different risk realizations. The main framework of this method is visualization of 

predictable causes with estimations of effects (Thomas et al 2006). Relations between cause and 

effect are branches of represented in fault tree model (Fig.1.5.1). Risk events can be treated as 

possible failures, therefore, included in risk events factors are exact causes that are incorporated 

in composed event. 
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Figure 1.5.1. Fault tree model (Thomas et al 2006) 

Actually, structured risks that have visual representation in view of maps or trees in some 

risk assessment instruments serves as hierarchy for probabilities division. As an example Thomas 

et al (2006) propose method of scenario modelling of risks that utilizes fault tree as an approach 

of transparent and full structuring of organization’s risks. In practice, it display decomposition of 

possible company’s risks divided into categories and sub-groups due to relationships to suitable 

characteristic (e.g. department, operation, area of activities, etc.). Scenario analysis is aimed to 

calculate probabilities of risk occurrence while structured tree model helps to depict it and 

systemize possible scenarios. This combination of tools illustrates how two related processes – 

identification and assessment – fulfil each other as scenario analysis is method of probabilistic risk 

assessment.  

Probabilistic risks assessment tools calculates probabilities of expected failures. As well 

probabilistic risk assessment can be supportive tool for provision different method with sufficient 

data. When organization collects all related to operations data, it is easier to make prediction based 

on historical information. More complicated tools for risk assessment is simulation. However, this 

technique may be divided into two main principles: simulation can be based on historical data (Jian 

et al 2016; Azzi et al 2016) and based on random distribution like Monte Carlo technique (Acebes 

et al 2015).  

Another separate technique that is related to quantitative methods of risk assessment is 

Balances Scorecard (BSC) method that was developed into Balanced Chance and Risk Card 

(BCR). BSC is instrument that divides risks into four blocks of 1) finance, 2) clients, 3) internal 

business-processes and 4) development and growth, whereas BCR changes approach to risk 

division and determines main strategic directions with competitive advantages (Reichmann 2000; 

Sanzhieva 2013). The expand number of blocks includes also the product or service and 
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employees. To all these factors that bring company to successful performance there are risks 

attributed in the model of BCR. Consequently, the manager can in advance divide possible risks 

into groups and be aware of possible disruptions. 

The next steps of risk management processes are control and risk minimization. Generally, 

this tools can be divided into financial and non-financial (Amberg and Friberg 2016). The authors 

make examples of hedging as financial instrument and operational methods as non-financial.  

However, according to risk management evolution analysis in paragraph 1.4, insurance 

appeared to be the most common financial tool of risk management (Dionne and Gollier 1992). 

This tool can cover possible losses on physical facilities of organization and protect cargo of the 

client during freight (Korezin 2008). The hedging is another financial tool that is aimed to cover 

cash flow of organization that leads to more stable conditions for operation. However, according 

to Dionne and Gollier (1992) research, utilization of hedging is generally evidence of large 

companies, while small enterprises use this method quite providently and prefer insurance as basic 

method. 

Non-financial tools of risk control and minimization can be further utilized at the different 

levels: operational and strategic. Diversification covers both of these levels as solutions can be 

strategic (like geographical expansion and unrelated diversification) and operational (like related 

diversification). For the long period diversification remains as the general tool method for risk 

management (Korezin 2008). The evidences of Mau and Riley (2015) show that companies still 

intent to diversify not only to grow and conquer the market, but also to reduce risks of national 

market. However, it is not the perfect tool for avoiding unsystematic risks that are not connected 

to the market. 

Another strategic tool that can be applied for needs of risk management is the method of 

real options. In context of this research, real options are considered as non-financial tool because 

it reveals opportunities for strategic solutions (Iyer and Sagheer 2011). Whereas calculation of real 

options is requirement of method, nature of decision to be made is strategic. Real options are 

perfect method for transportation companies as they operates on the market with quite high level 

of uncertainty. Real options can applied in various ways. Commonly to set opportunities for more 

agile decisions: like rejection option for non-reliable projects, options for improvement for 

particular direction of supply or relationships with customers (Hult et al 2010; Iyer and Sagheer 

2011). 

And the last method for risk management control and minimization is business process 

optimization. This method is applicable generally on operation level. Risks that are identified with 
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maps and assigned to particular operations can lead to disruption concerning particular activity. 

Consequently, risk manager should analyze process in context of risks and optimize it as possible 

(Németh-Erdődi 2008). This method is connected to total quality management that is close to field 

of risk managers’ activities. Improvement of internal processes of the organization can reduce 

probable risk related to employees, which helps to concentrate on external risks that are generally  

independent from managers’ solutions. 

As it was stated in the beginning of the paragraph, there is no unified set of practices for 

particular organization. Each transportation company’s risk manager has to take into consideration 

lots of factors to establish sufficient enterprise risk management system. Therefore, managers 

require technique for convenient evaluation of risk management practices. Effective technique will 

allow to compare different approaches to risk management practices for easier selection process. 
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY OF RISK MANAGEMENT PRACTICES 

EVALUATION 

2.1. The problem of risk management practices evaluation 

One of the main problem of any manager that creates framework or procedures for risk 

management is how to choose appropriate tools and methods for all steps of integral process. Very 

often companies understand value and specific features of utilization of one or other methods by 

trial and error. Nevertheless, acting on the competitive market organizations do not have much 

time to focus on development of own risk management system by implementation methods 

randomly or based on own perceptions. That is the main reason why companies need some 

technique that allows them to evaluate practices and compare them between each other. 

For the purpose of the research, it is better to anticipate academic studies that are provided 

by researches and managerial application to study market benchmarks and competitors risk 

management practices. However, for managers it seems to be harder to hold this research as he or 

she is representative of competitor that are generally prefer not to share with their competitive 

advantages. Researchers also suffer from responses from organization. Nevertheless, number of 

responses shows ability of researcher to choose the most appropriate technique for data analysis 

and tools for data collection. 

Estimation of risk management practices can be made with utilization of different methods. 

However, for manager of particular organization it can be hard to evaluation practices because 

several methods have crucial limitation that restrict possibility to make evaluation with relevant 

results. One of the main reasons of this problem is that transportation companies likely do not 

prefer to disclose information about internal processes and, especially, quantitative data, which 

considered as commercial secret.  

This leads to the fact that it is quite hard to estimate risk management methods and tool 

with common approaches like statistical instruments and comparative analysis. Even case study 

requires close relationship and high level on insight knowledge, which is generally closed from 

outsiders. Therefore, number of possible methods for risk management practices’ comparison will 

be overviewed in this paper, and the most appropriate one will be chosen as the basis of technique 

for evaluation of risk management practices. 
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2.2. Case method 

Goodrick (2014) identifies case study as an in-depth examination, often undertaken over 

time, of a single case. More suitable for goal of this research type of case study is comparative 

case studies. It discloses descriptions of two or more cases for gathering common or diverse 

information about objects. Comparative case studies is perfect tool when it is necessary to discover 

deep knowledge about studying evidence. 

In general, comparative case studies include exploration of objects’ similarities, differences 

and, moreover, origins of these similarities and differences based on two or more cases. One of 

the main objectives for researcher is to identify specific characteristics of organizations that should 

be assessed during case studies. Understanding of them and their relations to particular case will 

help in construction of sufficient framework for research and will lead to relevant results. What is 

more, it reveals necessity for type of data determination– quantitative and qualitative. In majority 

of situations, researchers prefer to use both types for getting wide results and conclusions from 

case study. Therefore, methods of gathering information should be as well various and fulfil each 

other (e.g. interviews as way of getting primary data from personal meeting and analysis of 

documents as source of secondary data).  

This method includes six steps that should be executed for gathering information and data 

with high quality. The researcher has to understand nature of the topic and the context of each 

organization that assessed during studies. However, the presented below steps can be repeated for 

the better design of research tools or better analysis of data (Goodrick 2014): 

1. Formulation of research purpose to determine if case studies are the most 

appropriate method for this study.  

The researcher has to set purpose of the research clearly and transparent. Based on wrong 

purpose formulation the researcher will get irrelevant results that cannot be applicable in 

theoretical and practical application. Therefore, the goal should be identified in the following 

manner: 

 The case studies are aimed to determine similarities and differences between 

observed cases to formulate circumstances that lead to such state of affairs. 

 The case studies are aimed to determine causes of identified similarities and 

differences that create specific characteristics for each case. 

 The case studies are aimed to determine reason of similarities and differences that 

are laid in organizations’ nature. 
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2. Determination of theories that will be tested during comparative case studies.  

The evidence that researcher tries to explore should be substantiated by the existing theory. 

Obviously, it is possible that examiner found new effects that are still not covered by the academic 

literature. However, in majority cases researcher has to scrutinize literature on related topics to be 

able to justify evidence for study. It is useful not only for himself or herself, but also it serves as 

good foundation for building relationships with organizations’ representatives. 

From practical point of view, this approach facilitates process of preparation. Previous 

studies had already established appropriate tools for data collection, appropriate methods for 

analysis and interpretation of results. 

3. Determination of types of cases and initial plan for case study process. 

Balancing between in-depth studying and limited resources is cornerstone of this step. If 

the main goal of the research is profound knowledge about topic, it requires big number of cases. 

On the contrary, few cases may be involved in condition of possibility to get sufficient expertise 

from small number.  

4. Identification tools and methods for gathering data for its further processing in 

designed frameworks or software. Consequently, realization of the studies. 

The researcher should understand nature of the problem as well as instrument for data 

analysis, because, firstly, it is necessary to identify how to process data and only then to find out 

what exact data is needed for exact study. 

5. Examination of alternative explanations for found evidences to test relevance of 

conclusions. 

This step reveals the nature of the studied issues with possibility to interpret results in 

different way. The main idea is to look at the problem from another point of view and to try to 

disclose not obvious patterns that exist. This is self-examination of supposed results is analogue 

of statistical tests that give solutions to prove or to reject results. 

6. Preparation of findings. 

The final step is totally related to the first one where goal and objectives of studies were 

formulated. The logical consequence of stated in one or other manner objectives is obtaining of 

conforming conclusions. For case study method, it is possible to launch initial study with trial 

format of research and obtaining expected results. These results can be shared with experts on the 

field to comment how study design can be improved further. 
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Even if comparative case studies method seems to be a very good tool for extracting 

profound knowledge about organization, it has rather crucial practical limitations. Thus, the main 

practical limitation occurs for utilization of it by managers. Studying evidences about different 

organization is almost impossible when person is direct competitor of other organizations. 

Moreover, it require sufficient level of skills and related knowledge. The simplest example is 

connected to the collected data processing. If researcher uses both qualitative and quantitative data, 

he or she has to be expert in data transformation and then adaptation of the results for both 

methodologies. Different types of data are very often processing with a help of various software. 

Knowledge about them and how to implement them are key successful factors for researcher. 

Furthermore, data collector has to have sufficient soft skills to be able to build relationships 

with interviewed respondents. For case studies that uses primary data as fundamental, it would be 

sophisticated even to establish connection with organization without communication skills. 

Interview as tool for gathering primary data for case study is complex process and is divided into 

structured and not structured. Actually, not structured type is better for getting broad results 

because the researcher can change and adjust questions during interview to highlight the most 

interesting issues and to emphasize one or the other topic. 

Resource intensity seems to be major problem for researchers, especially, in conditions 

where research design requires big number of studies. That is why it is better to design research 

by substantiation small number of cases. Some assumptions allow to create small sample by 

making clusters of cases (e.g. assigning characteristics of one organization to group of them). 

However, the researchers that understand time-consuming of case studies with primary data as 

fundamental try to find out solutions with a help of secondary data. Examination of big amount of 

documents can substitute necessity of personal interviews. Nevertheless, it can lead to decrease of 

data quality and, consequently, quality of the studies’ findings. 

Another challenge with comparative case studies is related to time-consuming and number 

of cases. Studying one case can take so much time that it will create time lag between explored 

during cases results. This also leads to possible decrease in quality of findings. Talking about risk 

management practices, it is hard to identify cycle of shifts in risk management tools and methods. 

Therefore, it assumes additional studying of the topic how often companies change their tools to 

adjust practices for market conditions.  

All arguments that were mentioned above show that comparative case studies are 

substantially effective method for comparison objects in contexts of chosen cases. Nevertheless, 

this can be irrelevant to make generalization of the results based on small number of cases. 
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Furthermore, studying specifics of different national approaches (e.g. Russian and Finnish) may 

lead to appearance of biases during interpretation of the results. 

2.3. Statistical method 

There are many various statistical methods for comparison exist. However, the most 

common tools, which do not require significant deepening into topic, are statistical test (FAO 

Corporate Document Repository): 

 Standard t-test; 

 Paired t-test; 

 One-way analysis of variances (ANOVA); 

 Two-way ANOVA; 

 Linear regression. 

Each tool is following specific requirements that allow to fulfil different occurred 

restriction. Standard t-test is general statistical test for comparison of mean values of two 

observation groups (e.g. of two sub-samples). Another test – paired t-test – is aimed to detect 

differences between two groups. Actually, it is suitable for exposure of particular characteristics 

that causes differences in results.  

More profound tools for comparison are two types of analysis of variances. One-way 

ANOVA has the same functionality as t-test, but can be applied for comparison of three and more 

groups. Two-way ANOVA is another statistical test that is constructed for comparison mean 

values of two or more groups. The only difference is in nature of variables: in two-way ANOVA 

independent variables can be analyzed.  

Another useful statistical tool is linear regression. It allows to compare means of groups 

within different objects. Moreover, it helps to estimate effect of particular independent variable on 

dependent variable and then to compare this effect estimation with different alternatives. Usability 

of this method is rather high for comparison as it shows how factors influence considered variable 

and what effect they have. The interesting moment is that there is no retroactivity in relations: if 

independent factor influence dependent variable with determined effect, there is no evidence that 

changes in dependent variable occur the same effect. 

Nevertheless, if presented above tests and methods gives broad opportunities for 

comparison of different objects, all of them are restricted by significant assumptions. First of all, 

common for all tools’ restriction is required size of sample. For applying statistical tools, sample 

size should be rather large, and complexity of methods generally requires more observations. 
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Knofczynski and Mundfrom (2008) highlight that sample size for multiple regression should be 

significantly higher than for correlation analysis. 

Format of data is also important assumption for the tests. Examples of standard t-test require 

that distribution of data to be normal distribution; whereas, for paired t-test normal view of distribution 

is requirement for distribution of groups’ deviations.  

Any statistical method supposed formulation of the statistical hypothesis. Nonetheless, Cook 

(1999) emphasizes that uncertainty component of the data often lead to misinterpretation of test’s 

results. That is why utilization of these methods in conditions of high uncertainty can probably 

give wrong conclusions from the designed or developed model. Even formulation of hypothesis 

can be reason of unexpected fault outcome from observations. Example of case with two samples 

for comparison, where means of general populations are defined as µa and µb, there are three 

obvious results according to possible hypothesis: 

 µa > µb, that shows higher mean value (µa) for population “a”;  

 µa < µb, that shows higher mean value for population “b”;  

 µa = µb, that shows statistical equation of populations’ mean values.  

However, even these logically structured options can lead to misinterpretation in case t-test 

for µa - µb will show negative outcome (Cook 1999). Effect of it will lead to rejection of alternative 

hypothesis and intention not to reject null hypothesis, which is actually wrong outcome because 

of negative outcome. 

Statistical tools are multitasking means for comparison of different alternatives. However, 

estimation of risk management practices is connected to conditions of high uncertainty and due to 

various models with estimations on nonnumeric and non-precise data. Moreover, size of samples 

for statistical methods requires to be rather large and it is better to be more than 100 observations 

for reliable outcome that may allow to generalize conclusions on population. 

2.4. Method of APIS 

Decision support system APIS, which expands as Aggregated Preference Indices System, 

is convenient software for building well-founded solution based on method of aggregated indices 

(Kolesov et al 2004). It is aimed to provide operators with solutions in conditions of high 

uncertainty.  

It is necessary to define objects for selection. Commonly, these objects are alternatives 

among which operator of APIS should select or determine preference. Chosen value of alternatives 

may be clarified as quality of complex object. This quality has to be estimated by DSS APIS. 
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Management systems, different projects of organizations, alternative of each decision-making 

process, etc. can be examples of complex object. Therefore, all of them possess own range of 

quality indices (e.g. productivity, efficiency rates, etc.) 

Opportunity of utilization of DSS APIS is broad enough because it serves to find computed 

solution under uncertainty even in cases of studying nonnumeric, non-precise and incomplete data. 

These cases are include in the following list (Hovanov 2008): 

 There is evidence of numeric information shortage on the concerning issue; 

 Evaluations are subjected to uncertainty due to lack of information, non-precise 

data, etc.; 

 Solution for the problem contains alternatives that are hard to compare due to lack 

of unified criteria; 

 The object for estimation is sophisticated system that it is complicated to define 

indices of efficiency for comparison; 

 It is necessary to make estimations based on experts’ opinion; 

 It is necessary to estimate different components of the object under study by 

decomposition of it and building hierarchy. 

 Calculation of probabilities of different alternatives is based on information from 

sources with diverse level of reliability; 

 Decision requires finding solutions for investments between several projects in 

conditions of lack of information, non-precise data, etc. 

DSS APIS principle is based on theory of aggregated indices method that is realized with 

a help of computer calculation. Core framework of this method makes assumption that decision-

maker (in this case, researcher) determines the whole process, especially, selection of alternatives 

and attributes. Each alternative is represented by composition of attributes (or characteristics). The 

number of characteristics is finite. The preference of decision-maker between alternatives is 

determined by comparison of numeric value calculated by function of attributes’ values. 

The final point of APIS calculation is to conduct aggregated indices for all branches of 

hierarchy presents in Fig.2.4.1. However, hierarchy shows visual representation of each 

alternatives’ views. Integral index is decomposed into multi-attribute alternatives that are aimed 

to estimate higher layout by composition of estimated values. By the way, estimated value of 

alternative’s preference is numeric function, which is presented as single preference index (or 

individual/special preference index). This preference index is criterion for justification of the 

choice at each stage of estimation of preference and further comparison. Consequently, APIS 
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requires to calculate and collect all individual preference indices to identify aggregated index for 

integral factor and, therefore, evaluation of alternatives. In other words, the value of aggregated 

preference index is combination of individual preference indices' estimations. 

Except estimations of values of single preference indices, APIS takes into consideration 

“significance” of these indices in the process of aggregated index estimation. This significance is 

weight-coefficient, which is, actually, parameter for APIS imputation to set ordinal information 

for aggregated preference indices values. Weight-coefficients have positive or equal zero values. 

However, there are two possibilities for APIS to assign particular value: 

 Estimated by experts’ significance of single index. 

 Estimation of weight-coefficient in conditions of uncertainty. 

In the first case, experts set their preferences. Then, based on ordinal information for 

preference indices values APIS constructs weight-vector that assigns particular weight to each 

index. The second case is situation without concrete distribution of experts’ preferences. 

Therefore, the researcher uses nonnumeric information collected from different sources and is able 

to set intervals for weight’s value to adjust it.  

In general, described above method of aggregated preference indices can be summarized 

by four steps (Hovanov 2008):  

1. Step (0). Forming a set of the considered alternatives and determination of the list 

of attributes. 

2. Step (1). Construction of function for estimation of individual preference indices. 

3. Step (2). Selection of synthesizing single preference indices function. 

4. Step (3). Calculation of weight-coefficients’ values. 

In conclusion, the main precedence of DSS APIS in comparison to mentioned above 

methods is ability to make calculation based on information in conditions of high uncertainty. 

Especially, it is realized in gathering information on weight-coefficients with no specified numeric 

value. Their estimations are objectives of the system’s determination. As a result, it becomes 

possible to estimate single preference indices for further calculation of aggregated index. Fig.2.4.1 

with example of structure will be used as illustration. Aggregated index Q(1;1) decomposed into 

two single preference indices – Q(1;0) and Q(2;0). The researcher gets estimations for Q(1;0) and 

Q(2;0) as well as their significance levels for weight-coefficients. Based on this information it is 

possible to calculate aggregated preference index for Q(1;1). When indices Q(2;1), Q(3;1), Q(4;1) 
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and Q(5;1) are figured out with the same manner, APIS is ready to calculate aggregated preference 

index value for Q(1;2) as long as significance of second layout indices are identified. 

 

Figure 2.4.1. Example of structure of aggregated indices for DSS APIS 

Source. Kolesov et al 2004. 

Taking to account all mentioned above, DSS APIS is defined as the most appropriate 

method from considered in this chapter. It satisfies conditions of the study as it will represent 

needed result for evaluation and comparison of risk management practices and allow to overcome 

limitations concerned with responses number and gathered information. 

The result of APIS calculation is ranked representation of alternatives’ choice based on 

mean values of alternatives. To take into consideration accuracy of estimation APIS calculate 
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standard deviation of mean value with proposed confidence intervals. All estimations are 

visualized with diagrams, which display final ranking of alternatives based on mean values with 

confidence intervals. 

2.5. Technique for evaluation of risk management practices 

As APIS was determined as the most appropriate tool for evaluation of risk management 

practices, its methodology will be implemented for practices evaluation process. First of all, 

several conditions should be accepted: 

 There is evidence of numeric information shortage on the concerning issue; 

 Evaluations are subjected to uncertainty due to lack of information, non-precise 

data, etc.; 

 Solution for the problem contains alternatives that are hard to compare due to lack 

of unified criteria; 

 Multi-criteria choice of alternatives under shortage of information about decision 

criteria priorities; 

 Experts will be primary source of data. 

The next step of the technique is to design initial structure of risk management practices. 

Integral index of this structure will be “Risk management practices”. According to paragraph 1.5, 

overview of risk management practices shows that the most suitable division of this object is 

decomposition of it into processes of risk management (e.g. identification, assessment, 

communication, etc). Each step represents particular part of complex process and contains big 

range of mentioned tools and methods. Taking as an example three different risk management 

processes, the integral index “Risk management practices” should be divided into “Process 1”, 

“Process 2” and “Process 3” as it presented in the Fig.2.5.1.  

However, processes are required to be decomposed into smaller groups of methods that are 

combined by particular features. For example, methods for identification risks can be either 

qualitative or quantitative. Making an assumption that each process of risk management can be 

decomposed into two general groups, the structure acquires the third layer that consists of 

“Combined group of methods 1”, “Combined group of methods 2”, “Combined group of methods 

3”, “Combined group of methods 4”, “Combined group of methods 5” and “Combined group of 

methods 6”. Finally, the next layer is groups of risk management methods and tools themselves. 

Further decomposition into separate practices will make structure large-scaled and inconvenient 

both for experts and for data analysis. Consequently, initial structure of risk management practices 

has form of hierarchy, where each new layer is decomposition of layer situated above. Initial 
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hierarchy that consists of four layers is presented on Fig.2.5.1. There is one alternative for 

estimation combined group of methods as complex object. For this purpose, there is no need to 

decompose them into groups of methods; it is necessary just to assign attributes directly to 

combined groups. 

Figure 2.5.1. Designed model of initial structured hierarchy of aggregated characteristics for risk 

management practices 

The next step of technique is to determine appropriate attributes for risk management tools 

and methods. It will be the last layer of the structure. Therefore, estimation of this attributes will 

be aim of data collection. Formulation of list of attributes requires precise understanding of what 

is the main objectives of the evaluation, because at this point two different options exist: 

 There is possibility to create list just for evaluation and comparison of risk 

management practices of two or more alternatives (e.g. national practices of 

companies’ origination countries). 

 There is possibility to combine first option with additional opportunity to evaluate 

and compare practices of one organization with each other. 

Choice of option will affect expected list of attributes. For the first option, the manager is 

free to choose attributes that are relevant to the particular group of methods and tools. This 

condition is enough to be able to compare alternatives. Nevertheless, the second option supposes 

selection of attributes that will reflect specifics of all tools and methods within combined group. 

As a result, manager gets broader analysis and outcomes. 

The list of attributes is complex process of selection. The researcher should understand 

characteristics of each tools on a par with advantages and disadvantages of them. Therefore, it will 
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be easier to find out which attributes are common for tools and methods within one group. There 

are two requirements that are necessary for getting data with desired quality: 

1. To formulate attributes in context close to organization’s operations. 

2. Not to prepare big number of attributes. 

The first requirement is connected to the difficulty of topic. For respondents that are experts 

in particular field – in this case, this is risk management – it is easier to answer the questions 

formulated in customary way. Such design of questionnaire in general will help to decrease 

required time to respond and possibly increase response rate of research as experts can be more 

customized to this. The second requirement is related to the human nature and respondents’ 

behavior. Big number of attributes increases number of proposed questions in questionnaire. 

Experts from organizations have to discharge job liabilities, and responding the questionnaire 

requires additional time. Consequently, in case of wide range of attributes experts can just to refuse 

to answer. 

After list of attributes is determined, it is necessary to specify factors’ metrics. They can 

be both qualitative and quantitative. There is no specifics in case of quantitative data; nevertheless, 

qualitative data requires imputation in APIS in numeric view. That is why obligations of the 

manager is to find ways for numeric representation of the qualitative data. Possible solutions for 

it can be assignment of particular value for the qualitative factor or simple utilization of ranking 

system. 

The next step is development of final hierarchy as the last layer of attributes is already 

known and metrics are identified. Therefore, the model of final hierarchy can be merged. This 

model is presented in Fig.2.5.2. 
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Figure 2.5.2. Designed model of final structured hierarchy of aggregated characteristics for risk 

management practices 

The following steps are aimed to identify appropriate method for data collection and design 

of this instrument. The needed data is responses from experts. The main purpose of designed 

technique is to evaluate risk management practices and compare values of different objects. 

Different objects may have various scaling like measures, gradations, etc. DSS APIS calculations 

of aggregated indices helps to avoid these differences in dimensions for further interpretation. 

Estimation of attributes by experts displays their preferences among alternatives. The results of 

estimations will be formed as values of attribute-vectors. 

Frechtling et al (2002) propose the following methods for data collection: 

 Survey; 

 Interviews; 

 Observations; 

 Case studies. 

Survey is convenient to gather information from large number of respondents as form of it 

is quite standardized and range of questions is set precisely. Survey can contain questions about 

various topics and in different form (e.g. multiple choice). In addition, content of it may collect 

profound level of knowledge by right and clear formulation of question and proposed alternatives. 

It is perfect tool for researches that study evidences of respondents in several dimensions – 

geographical, time lag, organizations’ size, etc. When attributes are identified clearly and metrics 

allow representing data in view of numeric data, survey is the perfect tool. However, it does not 

take into account characteristics and context that are not included in questions. 
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Interview is more complicated process that involves personal interaction into process of 

evaluation. It can be held both independently and as the additional part of assessment. The main 

reason to conduct interview instead of remote methods is high level of topic’s sophistication. This 

case requires collecting data from respondents with in-depth knowledge with possibility to adjust 

questions during conversation. Another reason is level of data specification; survey cannot 

incorporates personal attitudes for particular issues because it is standardized and impersonal tool. 

The main problem of interviewing is needed resources, especially, time. Interviews suggest 

availability of experts through special communication tools or existence of free time for personal 

conversation. 

Observation requires deep involvement of evaluator or researcher. The evaluator becomes 

direct data collector as he or she incorporates into operations as an observer. Getting information 

right from observations helps to develop understanding of the topic in closer contact with process. 

Observation method gives opportunity to get data personally, without intermediary. However, 

studying companies’ specifics supposes interactions with companies that are generally are not 

ready to allow outsiders to learn internal processes. 

Case study is self-contained method that assumes not only data collection, but also further 

analysis with particular means. However, overall process of gathering information though case 

study will give complex data concerning particular case. Serious discrepancy of this method is 

descriptive nature of collected data. Consequently, researcher has to adapt data and reorganize it 

in applicable form.  

Actually, all this methods can be utilized for getting data from experts. However, majority 

of methods requires lots of resources and established relationships with representatives of 

transportation companies. According to list of mentioned further advantages, the most suitable 

method for current technique of risk management evaluation is survey in the form of multiple 

choice. Survey is possessed of range of proper characteristics that allows to communicate with 

companies’ experts effectively: 

 It is appropriate tool to collect data with descriptive  nature and is aimed to disclose 

a range of topic; 

 Costs that researcher incur are not so high in comparison to other methods (the only 

needed resource is time) and surveys are accepted by the public as a credible 

indicator of researches; 

 Moreover, results can be processes with different statistical software. 
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To prepare appropriate data for APIS imputation, it is necessary to divide survey into two 

blocks. The first one will cover experts’ estimation of attributes that were included into groups, 

while the second block is aimed to estimate experts’ preferences in options of choice between 

alternatives within one group (or part) of structured hierarchy. 

After needed number of responses was achieved, manager is able to begin calculations in 

APIS. To include all data into APIS, the collected responses should be averaged out by calculation 

of mathematical mean of all experts. The experts’ preference of alternatives within group should 

be stated according to majority of responses. 

The final part is result interpretation, which require to analyze mean values for aggregated 

indices and deviations that are delivered from APIS. Mean values show which alternatives’ 

“quality” is higher among group of alternatives; while deviations show possible errors of 

evaluation. For means with high deviation, it is better to give adjusted comments as it shows that 

APIS had lots of iterations with rather big range of results. Boundaries of deviation are actually 

confidence intervals that obviously should be taken into consideration during analysis. 

Concluding processes that were described above, there are six steps of creation of 

transportation risk management practices’ structural model (Fig.2.5.3).  
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Figure 2.5.3. Algorithm of risk management practices’ evaluation 

  

Design of initial structure based on risk management practices’ overview 

Specification of attributes’ metrics 

Determination of list of risk management methods and tools’ attributes 

Data collection and data processing in APIS 

Interpretation of results for further application 

Design of final structure of hierarchy of aggregated characteristics for risk 

management practices 
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CHAPTER 3. APIS MODEL OF RUSSIAN AND FINNISH RISK MANAGEMENT 

EVALUATION 

3.1. Structural model of transportation risk management practices 

This paragraph describes construction of the APIS model of Russian and Finnish risk 

management evaluation according to technique designed in the paragraph 2.5.  

For this purpose and visualization of results decision support system APIS will be used. 

It is perfect tool for building agile systems for multi-criteria estimation including qualitative, fuzzy 

and incomplete information. For example, APIS is widely used for estimation of quality and 

effectiveness. Usage of presented DSS requires to structure particular form of data. Structured 

hierarchy of aggregated characteristics for risk management practices will be based on paragraph 

1.5. that overviews different risk management practices for transportation companies. 

As risk management practices were defined as enumeration of whole range of companies 

methods and tools that are aimed to manage risks through all risk management processes, integral 

index of structure – “Risk management practices” – will be decomposed into two groups of 

processes: 

1. Identification and Assessment of risks; 

2. Control and Minimization of risks. 

Each group includes two actual processes of risk management. However, the core idea of 

this is concealed in similarities. Identification process has seamless transition into assessment 

process. Managers generally do not anticipate them on practice, because estimation of risks’ 

occurrence probability is logical continuation after risks were identified. The same thing with 

control and minimization. Companies implements different methods to be able to control probable 

risks and as sequence utilize various instruments for risks’ minimization. 

The next layouts are following logic of risk management practices division. For the first 

group of process groups of methods are divided into combined group of methods: identification 

and assessment - into Quantitative and Qualitative methods; control and minimization – into 

Financial and Non-financial methods. This is a point when it is not logical to decompose groups 

of tool and methods into particular instruments, because it will be not convenient for experts to 

estimate the whole range of practices. Therefore, groups of tools and methods are the one from the 

bottom layout. The decomposition principle is based on  overview of risk management practices. 

Groups of tools and methods are divided into following way that is shown in Fig.3.1.1. 
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Figure 3.1.1. Initial structured hierarchy of aggregated characteristics  

for risk management practices 

The next step is to establish list of attributes. It was mentioned in paragraph 2.5 that there 

are two option for attributes’ list creation. As this thesis is aimed to get broad results for empirical 

part, provided list of characteristics will be created by identifying similarities within group to be 

able to compare methods and tools’ group within risk management practices of transportation 

companies representatives of particular country. Table 3.1.1 contains attributes that are related to 

particular group of methods and tools. 

Table 3.1.1. The attributes of groups of methods and tools 

The groups of methods and tools Related attributes 

Probabilistic risk assessment 
The degree of renewability 

The accuracy of estimation 

Experts’ review and Risk structuring 

The level of understanding of organizational 

risks 

The frequency of main organizational risks’ 

revision 

The degree of team’s cross-functionality 

Insurance and Hedging 

The share of projects under financial tool 

The frequency of occurrence of the insured 

event 

Diversification,  

Business process optimization and  

The method of real options 

The willingness of the company to use the 

tool 

The degree of influence on the company's 

activities 

The cost-intensity of method 
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On this layout, the lowest level is particular attributes that should be estimated by experts. 

They shape in tools and methods, which create groups. The number of level is highly depends on 

complexity of structure and supposed division of characteristics. The further analysis includes 

diagram that is aimed to visualize qualitative data in numeric view. It gives opportunity to compare 

characteristics and groups in particular level. The final version of structured hierarchy of 

aggregated characteristics for risk management practices is presented in Fig.3.1.2. 

The survey was the most appropriate tool for getting needed data. Presented structure 

influences questionnaire as it is necessary to ask not only about what tools companies use, but also 

about characteristics of tools. There are two steps: 1) to get information about what characteristics 

experts evaluate higher in choice of risk management tools and methods and 2) to compare how 

experts’ preference reflect tools available in reality.  

By the way, initial steps of model design was presented in this paragraph, while the 

following steps from 5 to 6 will be staged in further paragraphs: 

5) Data collection and data processing in APIS. 

6) Interpretation of results for further application.  
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Figure 3.1.2. Structured hierarchy of aggregated characteristics for risk management practices
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3.2. Sample description and data collection 

As one research purpose was to compare Russian and Finnish practices, this research 

includes two sub-samples. The sampling method is judgmental sampling because it is required for 

evaluation and comparison of transportation companies from Russian and Finland.  The first sub-

sample includes 521 transportation and logistics companis from the Russian Federation and the 

second one is 588 transportation and logistics companies from Finland. All the companies were 

found with a help of databases. “Skrin” (СКРИН – Russian) were used as a source of Russian 

transportation companies as it is database of national enterprises. “Amadeus – Bureau van Dijk” 

database provides information of European companies; therefore, it was a source of Finnish 

companies’ information. The following samples include information about organizations’ names, 

incorporated forms, country identity and contact details.  

In practice, questionnaire provides answers for structured hierarchy presented in the 

Fig.3.1.2.  The survey was determined as the most suitable tool of data collection for this research. 

It was designed directly for imputation results into DSS APIS. To get quantitative results for 

qualitative metrics there are two main part of estimation in presented above hierarchy: 

1) Group of tools and methods’ attributes; 

2) Degree of importance or level of preference among tools and processes within 

particular group. 

Consequently, questionnaire is divided into 2 parts. The first part is aimed to evaluate the 

attributes of the tools and methods used in the identification and assessment of risks, as well as in 

control and minimization of risks (Fan 2011) for the seven-point scale. The chosen scaling allows 

to estimate response more precisely and gives experts opportunity to mark less extreme variants.  

For weighted estimation APIS requires to set ordinal information for aggregated 

preference indices values. It means that experts should choose preference between alternative (e.g. 

attributes, groups of tools) and set relation if they are equal or some alternatives are more or less 

preferable. That is why the last section of questions is expert opinion about evaluation of the 

significance of the elements of aggregated measures in the hierarchy on a five-point scale, where 

1 – low importance (low priority), 5 – high importance (high priority). 

The responses for this section determine: 

• The degree of importance of particular attributes of the tools compared with others; 

• The level of preference among tools within the group; 

• The level of preference of methods types of risk management process; 
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• The degree of importance of the processes of risk management. 

As the survey was created to study practices of Russian and Finnish companies, it was 

translated into Russian for easier perception issues. The English version of survey for gathering 

data from Finnish companies is presented in Appendix 1. For convenience of companies’ experts, 

online version of both surveys were created and added as a link to the letter. The mailing of letters 

took place in two stages: 

1) Mailing to corporate e-mails with proposal to redirect it to specialist; 

2) Target mailing to organizations’ managers of related department. 

Final sample of research consists of 9 Russian and 7 Finnish experts’ responses. The 

respondents were representatives of senior and middle management levels from risk management 

departments. There were possibility not to disclose company’s name in the survey. Moreover, for 

the purpose of getting more results it was admitted that the organizer of the study ensures not to 

disclose the company’s name for those who decided to leave this information. Companies could 

contact organizer of the study in case of any questions. There were two cases of back calls that 

change format of survey into structured interviews with description of the project. 

3.3. Comparative data analysis and results 

DSS APIS requires data processing for further imputation of data into the program 

interface. Received from companies primary data was divided into two groups:  

 Estimation of attributes; 

 Estimation of significance of attributes and methods within one group. 

Estimations of attributes serves for the calculation of aggregated indices, which shows 

value of the methods and tools. To combine all experts’ opinions for Russian and Finnish 

companies separately, the estimations were calculated as average values of all experts in particular 

country. Estimations of significance of attributes and methods within one group were used to set 

ordinal information for weighted-coefficients. This information allows to assign more precise 

value of coefficients as their values become adjusted to experts opinions. For estimation and 

comparison of two countries this data was summarized and experts’ preferences (significances) 

were set up in three ways: 

1. One attribute or group has higher significance than other, which is denoted as 

“>”. 

2. One attribute or group has lower significance than other, which is denoted as “<”. 
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3. One attribute or group has the same significance as other, which is denoted as 

“=”. 

The survey results adduced to mathematical average are included in the Table 3.3.1.  

Table 3.3.1. The average values of Russian and Finnish attributes’ estimation 

Attributes: The average 

ranks of 

Russian  

companies 

The average 

ranks of 

Finnish 

companies 

1. Identification  and Assessment   

1.1 Quantitative methods   

1.1.1. Balanced Scorecards 4,8 4,4 

1.1.2. Probabilistic risk assessment   

1.1.2.1. The degree of renewability 5,2 5,2 

1.1.2.2. The accuracy of estimation 5,0 4,8 

1.2. Qualitative methods   

1.2.1. Experts’' opinion   

1.2.1.1. The level of understanding of company’s risks 4,8 3,8 

1.2.1.2. The frequency of main organizational risks’ revision 5,0 3,6 

1.2.1.3. The degree of team’s cross-functionality 2,8 2,6 

1.2.2. Risk structuring   

1.2.2.1. The level of understanding 4,8 5,6 

1.2.2.2. The frequency of main organizational risks’ revision 5,0 5,2 

1.2.2.3. The degree of team’s cross-functionality 2,8 3,8 

2. Control and Minimization   

2.1. Financial methods   

2.1.1. Insurance   

2.1.1.1. The share of projects under financial tool 6,2 5,8 

2.1.1.2. The frequency of occurrence of the insured event 2,4 2,8 

2.1.2. Hedging   

2.1.2.1. The share of projects under financial tool 2,0 2,6 
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2.1.2.2. The frequency of occurrence of the insured event 2,0 2,8 

2.2. Non-financial methods   

2.2.1. Diversification   

2.2.1.1. The willingness of the company to use the tool 6,6 5,8 

2.2.1.2. The degree of influence on the company's activities 5,2 4,4 

2.2.1.3. The cost-intensity of method 4,8 3,2 

2.2.2. Business project optimization   

2.2.2.1. The willingness of the company to use the tool 6,0 5,4 

2.2.2.2. The degree of influence on the company's activities 4,8 4,8 

2.2.2.3. The cost-intensity of method 5,6 4,8 

2.2.3. The methods of real options   

2.2.3.1. The willingness of the company to use the tool 1,8 4 

2.2.3.2. The degree of influence on the company's activities 1,3 4,4 

2.2.3.3. The cost-intensity of method 1,8 3,5 

 

Processed in APIS data represents the range of statistical values – mean, standard 

deviation, minimal and maximal values, probability of dominance in pairs and 

covariance/correlation - both for weight-coefficients and for aggregated indices. The listed values 

for weight-coefficients has exploratory character that generally reflects ordinal information for 

weight-coefficients. The mean and deviation values of each group has the principal value for data 

analysis. They show estimated values for aggregated indices and confidence interval or, otherwise, 

error estimations. The graphical representation of APIS results for comparison of the countries 

practices and comparison of tools and methods utilization within one country are included in 

Appendix 2 and Appendix 3, representatively. The numeric values are presented on Russian and 

Finnish hierarchies in the Figures 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
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Figure 3.3.1. Hierarchy of aggregated indicies with values for Russian companies 

Figure 3.3.2. Hierarchy of aggregated indicies with values for Finnish companies 

As it can be concluded risk management practices aggregated index for Finnish 

transportation companies is significantly higher than for Russian companies: Finnish mean equals 

0.7 in comparison to Russian 0.3. The interesting fact is that for these indices APIS calculated 

mean without any deviation (App.2, Fig.A.2.1). This indicates that there is no error for the 

estimation.  

Going down in the hierarchy, this layer represents stages of core risk management 

processes – 1) Identification and Assessment of risks (App.2, Fig.A.2.2) and 2) Control and 

Minimization of risks (App.2, Fig.A.2.8). Finnish companies have higher indices’ values for both 

groups. In this case, small deviations exist; however, difference in mean’s values is quite high: 

0.225 for Russian companies and 0,775 for Finnish. It allows to conclude that in general, according 
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to experts’ opinion of surveyed companies Finnish practices are better not only on the first layout, 

but also on the second.  

The third layout shows more diversified results, because Russian companies’ quantitative 

methods from identification and assessment (App.2, Fig.A.2.3) and financial methods from control 

and minimization (App.2, Fig.A.2.9) have higher values than values of Finnish companies: 0,775 

and 0,225, representatively in both indices. In opposite way, qualitative methods (App.2, 

Fig.A.2.5) and non-financial methods (App.2, Fig.A.2.12) of Finnish companies show higher 

value. Finnish qualitative methods equals 0,775 and non-financial equals 0,277, while Russian 

companies’ means for this indices shows only 0,225 and 0,277, representatively. Deviations in all 

mentioned cases are identified as low and don’t affect result as confidence intervals have no 

intersections. 

The last layout gives estimations for exact group of tools and methods that were calculated 

with primary data collected from survey. This layout shows more interesting results presented in 

Table 3.3.2: 

Table 3.3.2. Mean values of groups of tools and methods 

 Russian companies Finnish companies 

Probabilistic risk assessment 0,914 0,086 

Experts’ review 0,9136 0,0864 

Risk structuring 0,277 0,723 

Insurance 0,9136 0,0864 

Hedging 0,5 0,5 

Diversification 0,575 0,425 

Business process optimization 0,425 0,575 

The method of real option 0,15 0,85 

 

This table shows that Russian companies has higher values, in general, in methods that are 

connected to numeric calculations: probabilistic risk assessment and insurance. In addition, the 

dominant values relates to experts’ review. Among non-financial method Russian companies has 

the higher mean only for diversification. Hedging has the same values for representative of both 

countries. 

Another part of calculation of aggregated indices is estimation of groups of tools and 

methods within particular country. Results for this part are represented in Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. 
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It was possible to calculate only groups’ means in qualitative, financial and non-financial methods 

because, APIS requires imputation of the same attributes for particular groups for comparison. 

Nevertheless, results in this stage of empirical part are sharper than in the previous one. For 

example, Russian organizations prefer experts’ review with value of 0,52 slightly more than risk 

structuring equals to 0,475 (App.3, Fig.A.3.1). The interesting fact is that these aggregated indices 

have big deviations that have intersections almost for all range of confidence intervals. It is 

possible that inconsiderable changes in sub-group aggregated indices can lead to changes in 

results. Transportation companies in Finland prefer to use risk structuring tools and methods 

instead of experts’ review. APIS assigned the value of 1 to risk structuring method, while mean of 

experts’ review equals 0 (App.3, Fig.A.3.4). Russian transportation companies have pretty the 

same situation in financial methods, where insurance value for aggregated indices equals to 1 and 

hedging value, consequently, equals to 0 (App.3, Fig.A.3.2). Financial methods’ preferences in 

Finland have closer to each other values: 0,775 for insurance and 0,225 for hedging (App.3, 

Fig.A.3.5).  

The important part of estimation within countries is non-financial methods values in both 

countries (Table 3.3.3). 

Table 3.3.3. Mean values of non-financial tools and methods 

 Russian companies Finnish companies 

Diversification 0,664 0,85 

Business process optimization 0,507 0,405 

The method of real option 0,425 0,345 

 

The experts show that in both countries transportation companies’ preference state in the 

following order: diversification, then business process optimization, then the methods of real 

options. However, Finnish companies in average utilize diversification with higher probability 

than other instruments, while Russian companies use combination of the presented non-financial 

methods. 
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Figure 3.3.3. Aggregated indices of practices’ groups of Russian transportation companies 

 

Figure 3.3.4. Aggregated indices of practices’ groups of Finnish transportation companies 

 

3.4. Theoretical contribution 

This thesis reveals theory about risk management in transportation companies. The most 

valuable part of it is consideration of risk management evolution process and review of risk 

management practices. The development of the concept has a big impact on risk management 

process in general and on tools and methods that evolved from insurance into advanced practices 

of risks’ identification, measurement, managing and minimization. Moreover, concept of risk 

management, which is actually enterprise risk management nowadays, is still evolving for past 10 

years by imposing more value on risk management communication both internal and external. 
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The main theoretical contribution of this paper is design of the technique for evaluation of 

risk management practices. This technique is based on utilization of DSS APIS. Decision Support 

System APIS allows to obtain results even in the following conditions: 

 There is evidence of numeric information shortage on the concerning issue; 

 Evaluations are subjected to uncertainty due to lack of information, non-precise 

data, etc.; 

 Solution for the problem contains alternatives that are hard to compare due to lack 

of unified criteria; 

 Multi-criteria choice of alternatives under shortage of information about decision 

criteria priorities; 

 Experts will be primary source of data. 

It is the most appropriate method for fulfilment of objectives of this research as the 

presented other methods for comparison can be used in listed conditions.  

The technique has plaint algorithm: 

1) Design of initial structure according to risk management practices’ overview. 

2) Determination of list of methods and tools’ attributes. 

3) Specification of attributes’ metrics. 

4) Design of final structure of aggregated indices. 

5) Data collection and data processing in APIS. 

6) Interpretation of results for further application.  

Empirical part of this paper was application of designed technique. It began from model 

design in form of structured hierarchy of aggregated indices, which is the most significant part of 

technique approbation. Then, based on received from transportation companies’ experts from 

Russian and Finland, calculations were held in DSS APIS, and it delivered sufficient results. 

Actually, this technique can be used for research purpose in different directions that will be 

covered in paragraph 3.5. 
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3.5. Managerial implication and limitations 

Managerial application of this technique using DSS APIS can be very broad. The core 

result of presented technique is designed APIS model of Russian and Finnish risk management 

evaluation. The advantage of this model is avoidance of significant problems, concerning data 

collection and results interpretation, which include: 

 Shortage or even lack of qualitative data that can be processed by statistical tools. 

 Uncertainty that takes place due to complexity of estimation given attributes. 

 Subjectivity of results. The collected data reveals joint experts’ opinions set by 

getting personal preferences not to exact tools and methods, but to related 

characteristics. 

 Difficult to interpret results. The outcome of processed by APIS data is numeric 

value of aggregated index that contains mean value and deviation. Results can be 

interpreted and compared to each other. 

As it presented in technique, the aim of APIS calculation is to get aggregated indices of all 

layouts. It will allow managers to get numeric representation of particular instrument or group of 

methods and tools. Consequently, it is possible to compare these values and to give considerable 

explanation in decision-making process of tools and methods’ choice.  

For managers that act in competitive markets in conditions of limited time, this technique 

will allow to minimize costs on decision-making process, in general, and avoid influence of 

personal experience that can negatively affect choice of one or another tool or method.  

Moreover, it allowed to evaluate and compare national approaches of Russian and Finnish 

transportation companies. Finnish companies showed significantly higher result without deviation. 

Such big difference can reveal better practices for managing risks in operations of transportation 

companies. Consequently, Russian companies can use Finnish practices as a benchmark with 

nationally related adjustments. The result of qualitative methods for risks’ identification and 

assessment will be good example of it. It showed that Russian transportation companies estimate 

experts’ opinion higher than Finnish representatives do. On the opposite, Finnish transportation 

companies attributes higher value to the group of risk structuring method. It reflects national 

approaches to identification and assessment of risks. Russian companies had to rely more on 

experts’ review because level of uncertainty and risks on the Russian market is greater. Therefore, 

it is possible to make two conclusions: 

1. Russian transportation companies should apply risk-structuring methods better in 

order to improve understanding of all possible risk of organizations. 
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2. Finnish companies that are willing to enter Russian market should take into 

consideration that risk manager’s personal expertise will be advantage for 

managing risks in conditions of Russian market. 

By the way, national context of risk management practices is not only one approach for 

technique utilization. There is opportunity as well to compare organizations of different level. For 

example small and medium transportation companies can evaluate and compare their tools and 

methods with large organizations’ practices. This is will be useful in different sense: 

 Methods to be improved can be detected during analysis. 

 Small and medium transportation companies can learn and become aware about 

specific characteristics of their large competitors.  

Another utilization of the technique is estimation of current risk management system within 

one organization. Companies that have activities on national or global markets in general separate 

organization structure by regional division and departments. It happens that local senior managers 

sometimes are not essentially interested in putting a lot of effort to improve performance. 

Therefore, APIS framework for risk management practices assessment can serve as tool for risk 

managers of regional departments’ evaluation. The results of assessment can be base of building 

incentives for managers. 

Finally, the last approach for managerial implication of this technique is industry’s risk 

management analysis. According to obtained results, it is possible to make several general 

conclusions. Russian companies put an effort to identify risks and evaluate probabilities of their 

occurence as well as control and minimize risks with a help of financial methods. Moreover, 

representative estimate experts’ review as significant tool, while in Finland managers prefer to 

utilize risk structuring tools and methods. One of the possible solution for this difference in 

countries’ practices is different level of market uncertainty. Russian market have more risks in 

various directions, therefore, Russian transportation companies intend to calculate risks and rely 

more on expertise and personal knowledge of experts that have experience on this market. For 

Finnish companies significance of risk estimation is lower in comparison to Russian colleagues. 

Nevertheless, results of this study can be used as benchmark for the Finnish companies that are 

willing to enter Russian market.  

However, the presented model has several practical limitations that should be taken into 

consideration during hierarchy construction and research process. 
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This method allows to make estimations in conditions of high uncertainty. However, it will 

not be legit to generalize conclusions to the all representative of industry. DSS APIS is aimed to 

make calculations in case of lack of data. That is why it is acceptable to use it as an instrument for 

studying of different industries that representatives are not willing to share their personal 

information. In this case, building technique requires complex approach to be able to find 

particular attributes of needed indexes that organizations are ready to share and that will be 

objective metric for estimation. It relates directly to data collection that is challenging process. 

However, well-designed and comprehensible survey will help to overcome challenge with large 

sample and acceptable small number of responses due to methodology.  

Moreover, utilization of this technique requires significant knowledge in the field of 

studied topic. Building of hierarchy is essential part of method using APIS. Without relevant input 

in form of attributes it is impossible to have relevant results and, likewise, meaningful figures for 

aggregated indices. Managers should take into consideration not only particular attributes of tools 

and methods, but also bring them into correlation of particular practice within organization and 

internal processes. 

The last limitation give opportunity for further technique development. It is obvious that 

some organizations have different level of geographical expansion. They can have operations only 

on domestic market, have regional expansion, have international operations and even worldwide 

activities. Consequently, different companies have different conditions that makes generalization 

of the results less accurate. One solution for this limitation is to make division of samples with 

strict conditions. Nevertheless, it will significantly decrease size of responses acceptable for 

analysis of one group of companies. That is why possible opportunity of improvement will be 

connected to development of data collection tool that will allow to adjust specifics of various types 

of companies in order to hold broad analysis of national transportation risk management practices. 
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Conclusion 

Transportation companies’ activities are affected by the range of risks significantly. That 

is why it is especially necessary to be able to manage risks at any stage of occurrence. 

Transportation companies provide clients with solutions of delivery goods and are aimed to make 

decisions with adjustments on potential risks. One of the main problem of any manager that creates 

framework or procedures for risk management is how to choose appropriate tools and methods for 

all steps of integral process. 

Estimation of risk management practices can be made with utilization of different methods. 

However, for manager of particular organization it can be hard to evaluation practices because 

several methods have crucial limitation that restrict possibility to make evaluation with relevant 

results. One of the main reasons of this problem is that transportation companies likely do not 

prefer to disclose information about internal processes and, especially, quantitative data, which 

considered as commercial secret. This leads to the fact that it is quite hard to estimate methods and 

tool with common approaches like statistical instruments and comparative analysis. 

The goal of the thesis was to design technique for evaluation of risk management practices 

of national transportation companies. As a result of this thesis, the goal was achieved by design 

model of structured hierarchy and approbated on the example of Russian and Finnish 

transportation companies. 

Managerial application of this technique has three directions: 

 Comparison of national risk management practices of transportation companies; 

 Evaluation of risk management system within one organization to estimate current 

practices; 

 Analysis of industry trends concerning risk management tools. 

However, this techniques still requires further development for taking into calculations 

specifics of companies with various sizes and different modes of transportation. As well, possible 

opportunity for improvement will be connected to development of data collection tool that will 

allow to adjust specifics of various types of companies in order to hold broad analysis of national 

transportation risk management practices. 
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Appendixes 

Appendix 1. The survey for data collection from Finnish transportation companies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The survey of expert opinions of transportation companies’ 

representatives with the aim of studying risk management practices 

 

 

This questionnaire is a tool for expert opinions’ collection of representatives of 

Finnish transportation companies for the further comparing with Russian 

companies. The survey is conducted as part of research of 

 Finnish practices for the master's thesis of 

School of Business, Lappeenranta University of Technology   

and Graduate School of Management, Saint-Petersburg State University. 

 

The organizer of the study ensures not to disclose the company’s name. The 

collected information will be processed using DSSS APIS and will reflect a 

generic character. The study involves a large number of Russian and Finnish 

companies, therefore, your answers are very important to obtain results with high 

quality. 

 

If you have questions, please, contact the organizer of the research directly. 
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The section of practices’ estimation based on presented model 

 

 
Figure. The structure of the hierarchy aggregated measures of risk management practice 

Note: 1) Balanced Scorecards - method of using the company's financial performance indicators;  

2) Probabilistic risk assessment - tools and methods, which include estimations of probabilities of specific 

risks 

 

This hierarchy represents the main risk management practices divided on subgroup to be 

able to assess practices based on the characteristics by using DSSS APIS.  

 

Attention! If your company does not use particular tool or method, please, mark in such 

cases option “1” in seven-point scale. In the five-point scale to assess the importance of tools in a 

group, please, choose preferable options, even if company does not use presented tools. 

 

Responding to questions, base your answer on not only the current tools, but also on used 

earlier tools in your company. 
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The next section of questions is aimed to evaluate the characteristics of the tools and methods used in the identification and 

assessment of risks, as well as in control and minimization of risks for the seven-point scale 

We remind you that on non-used tools or groups in all areas, please, mark "1". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of group  probabilistic risk assessment : 

The degree of renewability of previous risk 

evaluation  

(2 – very rare, 7 – very often) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The accuracy of estimation  

(2 – very low accuracy,                   

7 – very high accuracy) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate effectiveness of Balance Scorecards method: 

Effectiveness of BSC 

(2 –  very low effectiveness , 

7 – very high effectiveness) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of group experts’ review  

(Delphi methods, interviewing, etc.): 

The level of understanding of organizational risks 

(2 – very low awareness of risks,  

7 – very high awareness, complete understanding of risks ) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The frequency of main organizational risks’ revision  

(2 – even one time per year,                   

7 – the frequency is connected to number of projects) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of team’s cross-functionality (participants of analysis) 

(2 – only representatives of risk management department, 

7 – representatives of all organization departments) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of group risk structuring (risk ranking, risk map, etc.): 

The level of understanding of organizational risks  

(2 – the list of potential risks exists,  

7 – company understands all risks with probability of emerging) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The frequency of main organizational risks’ revision  

(2 – even one time per year,                   

7 – the frequency is connected to number of projects) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of team’s cross-functionality (participants of analysis) 

(2 – only representatives of risk management department, 

7 – representatives of all organization departments) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of financial method – insurance: 

The share of projects under financial tool  

(2 – insure only important, 7 – insure all projects) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The frequency of occurrence of the insured event  

(2 – very rare, 7 – very often) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of financial method – hedging: 

The share of projects under financial tool  

(2 –  only important , 7 –  all projects) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The frequency of occurrence of the insured event  

(2 – very rare, 7 – very often) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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The method of real options is on the next page  

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of diversification (geographical, range of services, etc.): 

The willingness of the company to use the tool  

(2 – very low willingness, require revision strategy, long process   

7 –  very high willingness, management have a flexible system of decision-

making ) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of influence on the company's activities  

(2 –  affects to a small degree ,                   

7 –  seriously alters the company's activities) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The  cost-intensity of method 

(2 –  costs are extremely small, 

7 - high costs, it is necessary to attract funding ) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of business process optimization: 

The willingness of the company to use the tool 

(2 –  processes are revised extremely rare,  

7 –  the company regularly optimizes existing processes) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of influence on the company's activities 

(2 –  affects to a small degree ,                   

7 –  seriously alters the company's activities) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The  cost-intensity of method 

(2 –  costs are extremely small, 

7 - high costs, it is necessary to attract funding ) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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Please, estimate the following characteristics of the method of real options as tool of agile management of 

companies’ activities (the option to change the target market, the option of refusal, the option of improvement, etc.): 

The willingness of the company to use the tool 

(2 –  management performs a fixed list of obligations, ,  

7 –  management has the flexibility to manage the company 

through strategic decision-making) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of influence on the company's activities 

(2 –  affects to a small degree ,                   

7 –  seriously alters the company's activities) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The  cost-intensity of method 

(2 –  costs are extremely small, 

7 - high costs, it is necessary to attract funding ) 

☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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The last section of questions is your expert opinion in evaluating the 

significance of the elements of aggregated measures in the hierarchy on a scale,  

where 1 – low importance (low priority), 5 – high importance (high priority). 

The answers for this section will help to determine: 

 The degree of importance of particular characteristic of the tools 

compared with others; 

 The level of preference among tools within the group; 

 The level of preference of methods types of risk management process; 

 The degree of importance of the processes of risk management.  
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Evaluation of characteristics of importance 1 2 3 4 5 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of methods probabilistic risk assessment : 

The degree of renewability ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The accuracy of estimation ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of group methods of experts’ review and risk structuring: 

The level of understanding of organizational risks ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
The frequency of main organizational risks’ revision ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The degree of team’s cross-functionality ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics of group insurance and hedging: 

The share of projects under financial tool ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The frequency of occurrence of the insured event ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following characteristics group diversification, business process optimization and 

the method of real options: 

The willingness of the company to use the tool ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
The degree of influence on the company's activities ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The cost-intensity of method ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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Level of tools’ preference 1 2 3 4 5 

Please, estimate the following quantitative methods of identification and assessment of risks: 

Balance Scorecards ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Probabilistic risk assessment ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following qualitative methods of identification and assessment of risks: 

Experts’ review ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Risk structuring ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following financial methods of control and minimization of risks : 

Insurance ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Hedging ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following non-financial methods of control and minimization of risks: 

Diversification ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Business process optimization ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

The methods of real option ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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This section is the last one.  

The researchers are very grateful for your time and your valuable answers! 

Please, save the results in “.doc” or “.pdf” format and send it by mail to the organizer.  

Level of methods’ preference 1 2 3 4 5 

Please, estimate the following methods of identification and assessment of risks: 

Quantitative methods ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Qualitative methods ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Please, estimate the following control and minimization of risks: 

Financial methods ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
Non-financial methods ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Level of significance of risk management  1 2 3 4 5 

Please, estimate the following risk management processes: 

Identification and assessment of risks ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 

Control and Minimization of risks ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ ☐ 
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Appendix 2. APIS values of aggregated indices for Russian and Finnish practices  

Note: In the following figures “Ru” states for Russian companies, “Fin” states for Finnish 

companies. 

Figure A.2.1. Values for Russian and Finnish practices 

Figure A.2.2. Values for Russian and Finnish identification and assessment processes 

Figure A.2.3. Values for Russian and Finnish quantitative methods group 

Figure A.2.4. Values for Russian and Finnish probabilistic assessment methods 
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Figure A.2.5. Values for Russian and Finnish qualitative methods group 

 

Figure A.2.6. Values for Russian and Finnish experts’ opinion methods 

 

Figure A.2.7. Values for Russian and Finnish risk structuring methods 

 

Figure A.2.8. Values for Russian and Finnish control and minimization processes 
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Figure A.2.9. Values for Russian and Finnish financial methods group 

Figure A.2.10. Values for Russian and Finnish insurance method 

Figure A.2.11. Values for Russian and Finnish hedging method 

Figure A.2.12. Values for Russian and Finnish non-financial methods group 

Figure A.2.13. Values for Russian and Finnish diversification method 
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Figure A.2.14. Values for Russian and Finnish business process optimization method 

Figure A.2.15. Values for Russian and Finnish method of real option 
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Appendix 3. APIS values of aggregated indices for practices’ groups 

 
Figure A.3.1. Russian qualitative methods 

 
Figure A.3.2. Russian financial methods 

 
Figure A.3.3. Russian non-financial methods 

 
Figure A.3.4. Finnish qualitative methods 
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Figure A.3.5. Finnish financial methods 

 
Figure A.3.6. Finnish non-financial methods 

 


